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Background
Up the Bar Consulting, LLC

• Bergenfield, Carteret, Freehold, Garfield, Kearny, Lambertville, 
Maywood, Montclair, Montville, Nutley, Paterson, Randolph, Ridgewood, 
scotch-plains, south Brunswick, Upper freehold, west orange

• State of NJ/Rutgers Parent Expo Keynote
• NJPSA, NJTESOL-BE
• Jeddah Private School in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia 
• Keystone Academy in Beijing, China 
• Irvington Public School District, New Jersey 
• Passaic Public School District, New Jersey 

Adjunct Professor  
• The College of New Jersey, Center for Global Education                                                    

Graduate courses taught in Thailand, Taiwan, Vietnam, and Spain

Administrator
• Principal of Marie V. Duffy Elementary School in Wharton, NJ
• Vice Principal of Columbia Middle School in Berkeley Heights, NJ
• Director of Marion P. Thomas Charter School in Newark, NJ 

Teacher
• 5th and 6th grade teacher at Kaohsiung American School in Taiwan
• 1st grade teacher at Colegio Maya International School in Guatemala
• 5th grade bilingual teacher in Camden, New Jersey 



Model Status!



Together we will…

share why we are engaged in bilingual education.

Explore the dimensions of teaching for biliteracy.

embrace a multilingual perspective.

Adopt a metalinguistic approach to learning.

Today’s Objectives
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Course Expectations





“Growing up in Newark, in the era of the race riots, 

daughter of a somewhat dark-skinned Puerto Rican   
and a very light-skinned Spaniard,                                  

my sister was trying to sort out her identity.         

She asked my father,                                                               
“How do I fit in?  Where do I belong?”                               

My father responded,                                                    
“Like the rainbow in the sky, you belong everywhere.”

Susana Matos-Kruck  



Improved problem solving

Increase executive function

Greater salary potential

Delays onset of alzheimers

Learn additional languages more efficiently

Better decision making

Greater Multi-tasking

Multiple perspectives

More authentic travel experiences

Family/community connections enhanced

Una persona bilingüe vale por dos



What brings you to bilingual education?

It’s complicated.
It’s complex.
It’s controversial.
It’s much more work.
It’s not for the faint at heart.

What brings you to bilingual education?

Do a 2 minute Quick Write and be prepared to share.



What brings you to bilingual education?

1. Assemble into teams of 5. (I pick)

2. Introduce yourselves to each other. (psst – networking!)

3. Everyone shares, round robin style. (10 minutes)

4. Scribe takes notes.

5. Speaker presents. 



Life goal:  Be balanced.



Teaching for biliteracy - adapted

• focuses on the strategic and thoughtful ‘bridging’ between the 
Spanish and English languages.  

• based on the premise that the native Spanish language deserves 
to be nurtured and fortified before language learners can 
effectively ‘bridge’ into English. 

• Once they are ready, these learners engage in a metalinguistic 
contrastive analysis wherein they learn to appreciate the 
similarities and differences between their two languages. 

• solidifies a Spanish foundation in order to more successfully                       
build English language acquisition.
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What is your lens?

Monolingual perspective

vs.

Multilingual perspective 



sociolinguistic premises for teaching biliteracy in the us

1. Spanish in the US is a minority language 
within a majority culture.

2. Students use all of the languages in 
their linguistic repertoire to develop 
literacy.

3. Spanish and english are governed by 
distinct linguistic rules and cultural 
norms.



Spanish in the US is a minority language within a majority culture.

The context and support that allows language-
majority speakers to become literate in their 
own language do not exist for language-minority 
students.

• Fairy tale puppet shows/theater in English

• English language research

• English literacy professional development

• ‘Transitional’ bilingual programs

• English-only pre-school

• Spanish used only to explain or reprimand



l "We should replace bilingual education with 
immersion in English so people learn the common 
language of the country and so they learn the 
language of prosperity, not the language of 
living in a ghetto.” – Newt Gingrich

Spanish in the US is a minority language within a majority culture.

Library?
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Spanish in the US is a minority language within a majority culture.

Teachers and staff 
display and promote all 
the home languages 
represented in the 
school.

Signage, announcements 
and communication home 
are done in both English 
and Spanish.

Staff strategically 
includes Spanish 
speaking role models 
and guests when 
planning career day, 
assemblies, community 
outreach, etc.

Bilingual teachers speak 
Spanish with each other, 
even when the students 
are not present.

Students are provided 
long term and explicit 
biliteracy instruction 
(literacy instruction in 
both Spanish and 
English) beginning as 
soon as they enter the 
US school system.

Bilingual teachers 
continually develop their 
own academic Spanish, 
and academic English.
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Teacher as leader

l You set the tone in your classroom.

l You are responsible for culture and 
climate in your classroom.

l Use your power to foster strong and 
confident thinkers who are proud of their 
past and who are determined to create a 
successful future.
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Benefits of being bilingual
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Benefits of being bilingual



Benefits of being bilingual





Students use all of the languages in their linguistic repertoire 
to develop literacy.

Two-language learner’s use of their bilingual resources



Students use all of the languages in their linguistic repertoire 
to develop literacy.



Students use all of the languages in their linguistic repertoire 
to develop literacy.

l Two-thirds of ELLs currently in the US were 
born here and are simultaneous bilinguals
whose knowledge is shared across their 
languages. (Education Week, 2009) 

l bilingual learners use all of their         
linguistic resources when learning            
literacy and content. The more                
explicit and metalinguistic, the                         
greater the learning.
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Clock buddies

1. Find a person with whom you can work.
2. Shake hands, make eye contact, and 

introduce yourself.
3. Ask the person to be your 9am appointment.
4. Repeat steps1-3 until you have made 9, 12, 

and 3pm appointments.



Students use all of the languages in their linguistic repertoire 
to develop literacy. 

Instruction focuses on 
moving from student 
“informal” language 
(tochar) to formal 
language (empujar) in 
Spanish, and these 
comparisons are captured 
in word walls.

Oral language development is 
a key goal in both Spanish 
and English, and the teacher 
carefully plans opportunities 
for students to develop oracy
(academic listening and 
speaking skills) in 
anticipation of literacy.

U.S. Spanish 
(bleediando) is 
respected and analyzed 
in the classroom, and 
viewed as an 
opportunity for 
metalinguistic analysis 
and vocabulary 
enrichment. 

Simultaneous bilinguals who 
use both languages together 
are placed in bilingual and 
dual language programs 
instead of monolingual 
English programs.

Assessments and 
interventions are 
designed for developing 
bilinguals and take 
advantage of all their 
linguistic resources, 
across their languages.



Spanish and english are governed by distinct linguistic rules 
and cultural norms.

l Phonology
l Very vs. beri

l morphology
l -cion turns into -tion (communication, multiplication)

l Syntax
l Casa blanca (white house)

l Semantics
l Me llamo Susana. (I call myself Susana)

l pragmatics
l Linear vs. circular



Spanish and english are governed by distinct linguistic 
rules and cultural norms.

Students are provided 
explicit instruction in 
the similarities and 
differences of the 
cultural norms that 
frame language use in 
both Spanish and 
English.   

Word walls in Spanish 
highlight the “tricky 
letters”  (like the “b” and 
the  “v”) and look 
different from English 
word walls.

Students engage in 
formal Bridges and 
begin “bridging” as 
early as Pre-K.  This 
“translanguaging” 
continues throughout 
their learning.

Students constantly look 
for patterns in how 
Spanish and English are 
similar and different, 
developing metalingustic
awareness in the areas of 
phonology, morphology, 
syntax and grammar, and 
pragmatics.

Students regularly read 
texts originally written in 
Spanish (rather than 
translations from 
English), and from a 
variety of Spanish 
speaking countries. 



l Biliteracy requires the use of 
both languages... 

Spanish and english are governed by distinct linguistic 
rules and cultural norms.



Want strategy?  Take it to the Bridge.



Goals of the bridge

1. Learn academic English language to articulate 
content concepts already learned in Spanish.

2. Explicitly connect the background knowledge and 
vocabulary that was developed in Spanish to 
English extension tasks.

3. Develop English language skills based on 
language proficiency.

Focus is on language, not content!





Metalinguistic awareness

l the ability to reflect on and manipulate the 
structural features of language

l the youngest, least advantaged, least able 
children will benefit most from instruction that 
helps them become aware of the structure of 
their writing system and its relationship to their 
spoken language. (Nagy & Anderson, 1995)





Why do we bridge?

• to maximize bilingualism by developing 
metalinguistic awareness.

• to position students for greater success in 
standardized testing.

• Research suggests that up to 15,000 English 
words are Spanish-English cognates, 
including more than 70% of the Academic 
Word List (Nash, 1997; Hiebert & Lubliner, 2008).





The bridge process is a 2 step process!

1. Guide students to strategically transfer 
content concept knowledge into English 
through academic vocabulary.

2. Engage in contrastive analysis by focusing 
on how Spanish and English are similar 
and different.





Considerations of the bridge

• Language switch is clearly and consistently 
indicated with a signal.

• Spanish and English are clearly and 
consistently written in separate colors.

• Must be student centered and student 
generated.





When to bridge

• Strategically implemented as soon as 
students possess an understanding of 
the content concepts in Spanish.

• Units of study may be broken down into 
sections for the purpose of the bridge.





How to bridge

1. After content concepts and vocabulary 
have been taught in Spanish, review in 
Spanish.

2. Elicit key words and/or phrases from the 
students.

3. Signal a language switch to English.

4. Match the key words and phrases to 
English.

5. Compare and contrast the terms 
through a metalinguistic analysis.



The bridge results in two charts!

1. the Bridge anchor chart which is a 
color-coded visual aid that includes 
both languages.

2. metalinguistic focus anchor chart 
that compares and/or contrasts 
elements of both languages.

A. the focus of the metalinguistic 
analysis is determined by: 
① the needs of the students 

② the words/phrases in the Bridge 







Extension tasks

l Taking the key terms identified during the 
bridge, and using the 4 domains of 
language, students transfer their learning 
from Spanish to English.
– Flexible groupings

– Sentence prompts

– Concrete activities

– Texts at varying levels

– Reading and writing a book

– Language experience approach

– Problem solving





Time to move it, move it! Freeze!

1. Stand up

2. When the music starts, dance/walk around the room

3. When the music stops, FREEZE!

4. Share with the person closest to you

5. When the music starts, get moving

6. Repeat.







Phonology



Phonology



Morphology



Syntax and grammar



Syntax and grammar



pragmatics



pragmatics



Bridge building

l Based on a hypothetical unit, create: 

1. The Bridge chart and 

2. the corresponding Contrastive Analysis chart

l Be prepared to explain your charts

















Parting Thought



Keep your eyes on the prize!


